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THOUGHT FOR THE SEASON 
 

Coming together is a beginning;  
 

keeping together is progress;  
 

working together is success. 
 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Take a look in the left hand column at the Thought for the Season chosen for this issue.  It 
has relevance to the current stage of the life of our society.    
 

There was a coming together at the 2017 Annual General Meeting when members met to 
elect those who will set and steer the course for CUDRRS as we approach the beginning of 
another season.  Provided we keep together and continue to make our refereeing decisions 
in a collective, consistent way, our progress will be maintained.  CUDRRS has achieved a 
reputation for working together and being run successfully.   
 

Despite a changing of the guard, the dedication of CUDRRS to improved Rugby remains. 
 

The main role of the new Management Team is to preserve this cohesion so that Better 
Refereeing for Better Rugby is not just a motto but becomes a reality.  They will achieve this  
if they receive the full cooperation and support of the membership.  So whether as a mem-
ber you were present at the election or not, sadly I was not and apologised beforehand, 
that support must be axiomatic. 
 

How can we resist giving our backing to these three smiling new members of the Team? 
 

 
 
 
 Rachel  Ben                         Ross. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Rachel Wade has taken on the Development and Training Manager’s role, Ben Whyall  has 
assumed Honorary Secretarial duties and Ross McEwan, will organise the assassins, sorry  I 
mean assessors, and supervise the grading of our match officials. 
 

CONTACT  thanks them for coming forward to serve the society and wishes them well in 
their jobs.  Other managers volunteered to stay on guard and CUDRRS owes a debt of grati-
tude to  them. They are President Jon Evans, Treasurer Paul Wilson, Appointment’s Thomas 
Northcote, Communication’s Sam Vail and Safeguarding Officer James Pepper . 
 

In due course, the Management Group will appoint other members as officers to run the 
many services the society provides and to represent it on various bodies. 
 

They include Ian Reid, who despite being in hospital awaiting a heart operation, emailed his 
willingness to continue as Midweek Schools Appointments Secretary.  What is it about 
CUDRRS that it generates such dedication in its members?   
 

May Ian’s example be an inspiration to others to contribute more fully to the society and no 
doubt we all wish him a speedy return to good health. 
 

To those who have stepped down from management or official duties CONTACT says  
“Thanks for all you have done”.  To all members and readers, CONTACT’ s message is 
“Please support the changes and prepare for the season ahead”.   
 

Here we go again!  The cry is Forward Together or is that too politically linked? 
                                                

LATE NEWS! 
Congratulations to Rowan Kitt 
who on Saturday 27th May 2017 
reaches another milestone in his 
TMO career 

He will be officiating at the Aviva 
Premiership Final between Wasps 
and Exeter Chiefs - a good warm 
up for his assignment in June in 
three South Africa v France tests.   
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THEY CAME, THEY SAW, THEY ELECTED 
A fair number, twenty five members, turned up for the AGM with a score of apologies for absence received.  
 

President Evans began by reviewing the busy past season. He highlighted the launch of the two development groups, Refe-
rees with Potential and Ambition, which have got off to a good start.  
 

The Society had covered all adult games yet again and most youth games. He acknowledged the hard work the managers 
had done to make sure things ran smoothly.  Although three had retired from the committee, they had promised to stay 
involved in new roles for the year ahead.  
 

He spoke about fresh challenges next season with University college games moving to Saturdays.  In addition other clubs 
have enquired about getting CUDRRS to appoint referees to their games. Whilst this is pleasing as it indicates the high regard 
in which CUDRRS is held, it was another pressure on resources. All in all, the work of the Society was not  getting any easier, 
but Jon felt sure that with the support of the membership, the Society and the game will grow. To enable it to progress, the 
Society needs to attract more young and female refs particularly as a number of people are hanging up their whistles.  
 

Jon made a plea for all members to help out even in a small way if not in a formal committee role and to cooperate with the 
officers to and not add to their workloads.  The Society is embracing new technology for next year to make things run more 
smoothly. He urged referee members to work with those available to help them (coaches/advisors/mentors and each other), 
to act as ambassadors for CUDRRS and, above all, to enjoy their rugby.  
 

The “retiring” (from secretary-ship not shyness) David Tyrrell, reported that membership remains constant with the number 
of  ins and outs balanced.  There continues to be a low conversion rate from probationary to full grading status.   Of a mem-
bership of 109, there are 48 listed as referees,  10 as assessors and 51 others. 
 

He said that the downward trend for red cards in recent years had reversed last season. The  total of 19 was the second high-
est figure for the last 10 years comprised of 15 adults and 4 youth/school players. They were for the offences of punching (7), 
second yellows (3), abuse (2), tackle in air (2), kick (2), foul play (1), head butt (1) and spear tackle (1).  In addition, there 
were two reported incidents of referee abuse from the touchline by a spectator and a coach respectively.  The former was 
given a lengthy touchline ban but in the latter the disciplinary hearing found the case unproven.  
 

David added that  several referee Societies had now become, or applied to become, voting members of the RFU. Over the 
coming months the new Management Group will need to assess whether CUDRRS should follow this route, which may neces-
sitate some constitutional changes. 
 

He then read out reports from three Appointment managers for club, colleges and youth rugby. Thomas Northcote in his first 
year as Appointments Manager had made 313 appointments. There had been over 45 late cancellation of fixtures. 
 

Next year CUDRRS will be moving to a new online appointments system called “Who’s the Ref?” where availability is given 
after logging onto the online portal.  All but 6 referee societies are using this.  After due preparation and careful planning  by 
the new Management Group,  members will be asked to log into it. It will be used for all Saturday and Sunday games. 
 

Stuart Graveston’s report spoke of Cambridge University College Rugby experiencing a difficult year. Far too many matches 
were cancelled or when played resulted in games which were without contested scrums and/or fewer than 15 players on 
each side. The switch from midweek to weekend rugby will hopefully result in many more games being played - with con-
tested scrums and full sides thereby improving standards and avoiding referees becoming frustrated.   
 

Despite ill health and taking a step back from active refereeing, John Hanlon, continued to graft to keep Sunday Rugby well 
supplied with referees. In his report he pointed out that the Sunday squad had shrunk in numbers. He expressed his disap-
pointment that a significant number the Sunday games could not be covered. A precious record had ended.  
 

Nevertheless, CUDRRS had supplied 230 refs, thirty less than the previous year, including several college and university U20s 
games. Because of the considerable difference in the laws,  providing referees for Mini festivals was dropped. However, we 
continued to referee County and Eastern Counties festivals at various youth levels including the U16s Eastern Counties one. 
John paid tribute to Paul Tapley who had been a stalwart of the Sunday squad for many years but who is moving to Wales. 
Always available and would go anywhere at any level, Paul  will be sorely missed.  John  also thanked Alun Bedding for his 
moral support as his assistant over two seasons.  
 

Charles Osbourn reported that almost all referees were watched this season and many progressed to higher grades. The total 
of 91 assessments, coaching reports or watches completed was pleasing compared to recent years. 
 

Team CUDRRS for 2017-18 was elected. David Dobson is to continue as auditor of the Society accounts and Paul Wilson who 
is considering standing down after next season proposed unchanged rates of £20 match fee for clubs, £20 for full members, 
£10 for Associate members and £5 student members. The mileage rate would remain unchanged at £0.40.  
 

With Team CUDRRS in place, it’s time to get going again. 
 

The full minutes of the AGM will be posted on the website in due course. 
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KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON 
A poster carrying this message was designed just before the beginning of the Second World War and was intended to boost 
the morale of the nation threatened by mass attacks from the Germans. 
 

CUDRRS referees keep calm and carry on as Thomas Northcote passes on a mass of requests he receives for their services for 
an increasing number of tournaments. Their contribution to local rugby  month after month is appreciated more and more.   
 

The request to referees to volunteer is not threatening. Rather it is a boost to their morale and a reassurance to our affiliated 
clubs that they can rely on our society to respond to their needs so they can run successful events.  

 

Here is a case in point.  President Jon Evans has commented  
“ It all worked out brilliantly at Newmarket on Sunday, 23rd 
April. Enormous vote of thanks to the CUDRRS team of four 
which was eventually put together. 
 

 Between them Martin Dixon, Paul Tapley, Calum Worsley and 
Jim McNicholas refereed twenty matches in an event involving 
some of the biggest clubs in the Eastern Counties. 
 

Congratulations to Newmarket who made an excellent job of 
hosting the event which ran like clockwork even to the perfect 
weather. I am so grateful that we were able to put a full team 
together in the end. Without it the event would certainly have 
suffered as would our reputation. So thanks once again to the 
fabulous four.” 

 

 The previous day saw an even bigger team, just as fabulous, 
officiating at Wisbech RFC which was hosting the Junior and  
Intermediate Cambridgeshire County Cup Finals. The games 
were Wisbech II v  St Ives II, Cantabs III v Shelford IV, Ely II v 
Saffron Walden II and Cambridge III and Shelford III who were 
contesting the Intermediate Final for the second year running. 
The trophy winners are shown in bold. 
 

The successful Cambridge side won by 30 – 10  and recorded     
“ A quite sunny and pleasant day saw the team and supporters 
make the drive to Wisbech for a repeat of last years final 
against Shelford. The CUDDRS team of 3 was led by Jon Evans 
and we thank them for their efforts. The game was a great ad-
vertisement for the social level of rugby and was a physical but 
skilful encounter”. 
 

And there’s more. The Ely Sevens tournament will be held on 10th June and promises to be a Fun in the Fens day out.  
Anyone interested  in refereeing  should get in touch with Jon Evans. It would be great to have as many CUDRRS referees 
there as possible.  It starts at 10.30 am and runs through to 6 pm with entertainment off the pitch as well as on. 
 

And if you still feel calm and wish to carry on,  Guy Mulley is coordinating  a further opportunity  and writes  

“Would you like to referee – and perhaps even play for a CUDRRS team – at Cambridge University Rugby Club’s Touch Rugby 
tournament this summer term?  It’s an annual event that is great fun. 
 

The tournament will run on Thursday evenings, from 5:30pm – 7:30pm, starting on 4th May.  It is played on the practice pitch 
area at the back of CURUFC’s Grange Road ground. 
 

The aim is for enjoyment by a wide range of participants; so it offers a pleasant way to keep fit and practise agility.  The 6-a-
side teams must be mixed, with a minimum of 2 girls in a boys’ team or 2 boys’ in a girls team. Most of the teams come from 
the University’s colleges and departments, but there are also external teams from time to time – The Leys School, Anglia 
Ruskin University, Cambridge University Press and even CUDRRS have been among the guest sides.  It is an informal round-
robin event each week, with typically 15 or so teams playing on 3 small-sided pitches, in matches lasting 10 minutes.  The 
rules are simple and easily learned in a few minutes.  It is not a league or cup competition, so there are in that sense no win-
ners or losers; but there are occasional, ad hoc prizes for random categories such as Best Newcomer or Most Sporting Mo-
ment. 
 

You don’t have to be available for the whole two hours – 5:30pm is quite early for people trying to get away from the office.  

If you are interested, then please contact Guy Mulley, at mulley.guy@gmail.com  and give him your mobile phone num-

ber.  Guy will then email you each week to ask if you want to referee that Thursday.                                                                                    
Didn’t there used to be something they called the close season? 

mailto:mulley.guy@gmail.com
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WORKING  TOGETHER 
National Panel Assistant Referee Paul Wilson has sent CONTACT an example of an email some NP referees are sending a few 
days prior to the game to the AR's appointed with them . It  should be of general interest to this newsletter’s readers but 
more especially to those CUDRRS referees who volunteer to assist at Grange Road matches next season. 
 

The following text shows how much  preparation is needed in order to produce better refereeing for better rugby 
 

ASSISTANT REFEREE BRIEFING 
Looking forward to working with you both. 
 

Firstly, if either of you have officiated for these two teams recently then by all means feed in any information you have to me 
before the game so that we start to build a picture of what to expect.  
 

Now going through the match in more detail and what I ask from you in each section in particular. Please note that I only 
want CLEAR & OBVIOUS throughout the game and that way we let the players decide the outcome. I may or may not take 
your advice at times. It’s nothing personal but I may feel it’s not material, but I will acknowledge.  
Scrum 
There are several things that we can do together to attempt to get a decent outcome. The main area is the front row. 
I will take the early engagement and the not straight feeds – if my decisions are affecting my credibility then and then only 
feed it in please, probably at downtime. 
 

If close to your touchline then I will go infield and I will ask you to come up to the line. 
 

Again let’s try and manage the Front Row at downtime or advisories through the comms initially. However if the advice has 
not worked and we get the same offence, then put it in and I will penalise. Give me the colour of the offending team 3 times 
(i.e. RED RED RED…. And I will give penalty to Blue, once I’ve given the pen then feed in the player’s colour, number and of-
fence and I will inform the players). 
 

Watch the eight slingshot and the back row binds on the side I can’t see - For the back row offences don’t use red, red, red 
call but instead feed it in and I’ll judge if material.  
Touch and Lineout 
At lineouts, I’ll position myself at the back most of the time but will start the process from the front and move to the back.  
If nearside, take up a position to see potential across the line offences.  
 

Please manage the front of the lineout for me and ensure players are compliant, gaps set and they are 5m with the thrower 
on the line of touch. I’ll take the not straights. However, if I’ve missed a bad one affecting my credibility then feed it in. 
 

Manage the opponent hooker in the channel for me and keep him 2m and 2 m. Help me out with receivers not being 10 m     
if it is getting silly. 
Tackle Ruck Maul 
I’m happy for you to talk to players in this area but please don’t call ruck or maul. Leave those calls for me please.  
I am happy to own the contest for the ball if you can watch player’s entry and how they exit opposition players (i.e. Neck 
rolls). 
Please help me keeping pillars and midfields onside and allowing the guys to play. 
 

If there is a blatant offside then by all means call it in but please do not be offended if I do not take it as I have to decide if 
there if anything to be offside from. The word SCAN will help me manage this if it is early enough. However if it is too late for 
this then give me Number Colour Offside (RED 12 offside).  
Let’s please be alert to the attacking team’s entry to the maul and players sliding back. 
Open Play 
For kicks ahead, more especially box kicks, try and manage initially but if necessary and offside players have affected the 
game come in and give me the call (i.e. RED 12 offside). 
Please assist where possible on positioning for penalties, especially after an advantage has been played. Also help me out 
with kick or kick situations.  
Please check my positioning before calling forward passes/knock ons – No marginals. I will look up and try and get eye           
contact with you if I am unsure. This should be a trigger for you that I need help. 
In-Goal 
It’s more important to help me here that you get into in-goal to see the grounding, so leave the last pass to me. 
Looking at the importance of today’s game we need to ensure we are 100% accurate in this area 
If I’m in any doubt I will look at you and a simple nod of the head or a subtle thumbs up if you’re certain. Any doubt then g ive 
me nothing. If you think I should wait and discuss with you come through the comms with WAIT WAIT WAIT.   
  

I will then call time off and we can discuss what you’ve seen.  
If I am unsure, I will time off and ask “Try yes or no” or “is there any reason I cannot award the try”.   

 

Let’s take our time and get the correct outcome.                                                                                    Continued on next page 
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WORKING TOGETHER (continued) 

Foul Play 
 

If we are thinking of Yellow or Red 
If foul play is against the defending team flag in and flag out and wait until the next stop-
page before putting flag in again. Please give me FOUL PLAY, COLOUR, NUMBER, ADVAN-
TAGE.  
 

If foul play is against the attacking team flag in and keep it in and come across the mike 
with FOUL PLAY (COLOUR  COLOUR  COLOUR) STOP PLAY so I know there is no advantage. 
 

Once I stop play I will invite you to come onto the field to discuss what we have seen. I will 
lead the conversation and tell you what I have or haven’t seen.  
 

Stick to law book phrases and stick to referee protection phrases: Reckless – we are look-
ing at Yellow; Dangerous – we are looking at red. 
 

If I haven’t seen it, I will ask for a recommendation from you to confirm. So please have the SANCTION ready for me. If we 
have both seen it and you believe that the offence is more serious than I do then please say, “Can I repeat ……..”.  
This will give me the hint that I need to reconsider my suggested sanction.  
Please make sure we have colour and number of the player so we can be clear. 
If Penalty only 
If penalty only then please do not use the term foul play. Instead I would like COLOUR NUMBER OFFENCE, (e.g. Red, 7, High 
Tackle) this way the process is seamless. 
  

As a general takeaway, if you feed in a call, you must own it. Nothing marginal. Give me identities. Anything else we can dis-
cuss on the day.    Finally from me Guys, just enjoy it! 
  

Editor’s comment: The role of touch judge was once limited to raising a flag when the ball went into touch and signalling  

from behind the posts to indicate a successful penalty kick or try conversion. Paul’s article indicates that there is much more 
to it now as teams of three, usually miked up,  are appointed to manage higher level or otherwise important games. 
 

Whilst judging touch and point scoring kicks remain priorities, concentrating throughout the match and spotting foul play 
that the referee might have missed has become more important.  The modern game requires more than one pair of eyes to 
see it is under control. An assistant referee also provides any assistance for the referee that the referee sees fit.  This can in-
clude marking off side lines at set piece restarts and, during open play, helping with corner flag decisions. 
 

All these things are simply designed to ensure that the right decisions are made at the right time and that can only happen if 
each member of the team is in the right place. 
 

Being a member of team of three as an assistant referee / touch judge is a great opportunity to contribute to a match at 
higher levels than you might otherwise referee alone.  There is a satisfying sporting career to be  pursued in this role. 

TOTAL RECALL 
CONTACT pays tribute to retiring Honorary Secretary, David Tyrrell.  For the past decade, David has provided an excellent  
service to Management Group and our membership.  He has been the principal link for communication between CUDRRS and  
other rugby bodies.  Like many of us, David gave up playing too late in his rugby life to realise his full potential as a referee. 
He recalls here a total of more than half a century of association with rugby as a player and as a member of the CUDRRS   
family. His words express treasured memories and a reluctance to depart the scene. Thank you, Mr Secretary.     
 

David writes 
I was pleased to be able to hand over the role of Honorary Secretary to Ben Whyall at the 2017 Annual General Meeting and I 
wish him every success in the post. I hope all members of the Society will give him the support that they have given me. I 
have held the position in CUDRRS for the past ten years, having said I would commit to it for five! The job of Honorary Secre-
tary is not too onerous but it’s time for some fresh blood to run our administrative affairs.   
 

Since joining the society in 2002, I have been an active referee for 15 seasons and member of the Management Group for 12. 
I am still not decided whether to hang up my boots but I will need a new pair if I continue into next season. Two pairs of Asics 
Gels have seen me through almost all my 15 years refereeing.  Support and help to make me a better referee came from 
many quarters in CUDRRS but I should single out Frank Whaley who was incredibly helpful as a mentor in my early days.  
 

There is much I would miss about refereeing if I gave it up, but I don’t want to be seen to be going on too long. And I plan to 
go back to Brisbane in November for Ashes cricket! My last trip to Australia and watching Rugby there featured in the April 
issue of CONTACT.   
 

Whilst down under, I also took the opportunity to reflect on my 54 years of Rugby.                               Continued on next page                                                                                                                                                                                               
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TOTAL RECALL (continued) 
 

At eleven years of age I was introduced to the game at Lowestoft Grammar School. My memory of that first games lesson is 
very clear.  We were put in pairs and told to practice passing. This resulted in two of us having our heads banged together for 
kicking the ball from hand to each other!   
 

Since leaving school, I estimate that I have now played or refereed over 1,000 games of representative rugby, reaching that 
landmark sometime during this past season. In my career, most of my rugby was played at full back.  I did, however, play a 
full game in every position apart from prop and lock and can claim to have scored tries worth 3, 4 and 5 points. 
 

My first game for the school first XV was at flanker but our full back got injured. A mid-week session catching high kicks led to 
me replacing him and that determined my position for the next 30 plus years. Back then, full back play consisted of catching 
the ball and punting it directly into touch (including from outside the 22 in my early days) and being a last-ditch tackler. Using 
the full back in attack was not something many teams did.  I was always coached to keep my feet firmly on the ground when 
catching high balls.  Although I regularly place kicked, a competitive match drop goal eluded me.   
 

After representing my school and University, I spent my London years as a player with London Cornish, many of them as fix-
ture secretary.  This was before the formation of leagues and meant clever negotiation each season to ensure our teams 
were not mis-matched.  I guess we equated to a level 9/10 team at first team in those years but the current side has now 
reached its highest level ever winning London 2 SW this year with a month of the season to spare. I enjoyed several Easter 
tours to Cornwall in my 19 seasons playing for London Cornish – which could probably have formed another article if not for 
the fact that ‘what goes on tour stays on tour’! 
 

Playing much of my rugby in London meant that public transport was used a lot. Club bars and pubs would see rugby teams 
socialising post-match and, particularly Cornish, singing well into the evening.  These days club bars seem to be dead after 5 
pm. 

 The photo shows London Cornish First XV early 80s. Spot me in 
the front  row second from the left. 
 

Best memory – a win on tour at Newquay Hornets. 
 

Worst  memory – a 92-3 defeat in the Middlesex Cup  when a 
try was only worth three points. 
 

I moved back to East Anglia in 2002 and had brief spells in the 
lower teams at Bishops Stortford and Letchworth before finish-
ing my playing days at Shelford. My 50th birthday was cele-
brated by scoring a try in my last match, although I returned to 
play a single game in the same team as my son a couple of 
years later. 
 

Fortunately, I did not suffer too many injuries. Most were Achil-
les and ankle ligament related and I lost half a season to the 
former.  Other than that, all I can remember are a few broken 
ribs and a single bad hamstring tear until broke both radius and 

ulna in an innocuous tackle in a Vets game in London at the age of 45, resulting in 2 plates and lots of screws.  
 

My biggest mistake was probably to carry on playing another for another five seasons after that rather than take up referee-
ing earlier. 
 

I have seen both the game and the social scene around the game change immensely. The game is so much more physical 
now and the decreasing number of adult games played is a worry for grassroots future.  Discussing the law changes would 
need yet another separate article.  Suffice it to say I am not totally happy with some of the changes and law interpretations 
that have come about via the professional game.  
 

Enough of my ramblings – thanks to all at CUDRRS for helping me to enjoy my refereeing for the past 15 seasons.  Maybe 
there’s a little more left yet.  See you next season at the Yo Yo tests?           

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       David Tyrrell 

CONTACT DETAILS UPDATE 
Ben Whyall, our new Honorary Secretary,  requests that all members refer to last year’s hand book to check the accuracy of 
the contact details about them. If any of these details are incorrect or have changed, then please contact Ben asap.   
 

Email him at                                                       ben.whyall@gmail.com. 
 

He is keen to get on with the production of the society handbook for next season.  Do, please, cooperate with him.  
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WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD 

 
 
 
 

In this Wonderful World of Rugby, CUDRRS adds to 
the colour of the game in Cambridgeshire and be-
yond. 
 

Through Better Refereeing it makes for Better Rugby 
and being colourful characters in colourful strip it  
makes local rugby more colourful too. 
 

We could adapt the lyrics of the Louis Armstrong 
song and sing  
 

“All the colours of the rainbow, so pretty in the sky 
Also on the faces of players running by 

We see friends shaking hands, saying how do you do 
They're only saying, well done you.  

 

We see young people play and watch them grow 
They'll learn so much more than we’ll ever know 

Then we think to ourselves, what a wonderful world” 
 

That’s the wonderful world of Rugby as experienced 
with CUDRRS. 
  

I hope you enjoy being a member of it. 

Tim O’Connell in appropriate Irish green after his       

welcome return from Shanghai 
Paul Wilson in the black which is where he has managed to keep our    

accounts during his long stewardship of our finances. 

Stuart Graveston in as bright a yellow as his wit.  
Roy “Two Shirts” Philips in orange and determined not to let his legs 

get as blue as his arms.  

Jon Evans in the pink of condition showing he can travel faster than the ball. 



 

This issue of CONTACT is the last to be compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS. 
 

The contributions from many people over the years has been appreciated and is acknowledged here with gratitude. 
 

Thanks to Jim Kennaway and Jon Evans for the photos on Page 3.  
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TIME FOR A CHANGE 
Twenty five years ago I was elected chairman of this society. Besides initiating changes to the management structure,  I           
introduced the concept of a newsletter. It was primarily intended as a means of communicating with the membership to en-
sure it was kept informed about the deliberations of the Committee.  Any decisions reached by management are likely to be 
more effectively  implemented if those they affect understand the whys and wherefores. 
 

Initially, it was entitled “Prospectus” and then “In Touch”.  The first editors were Nick Pett and Ray Olds and printed versions 
were posted to members.   Since the introduction of computers to the administration of the society, the newsletter is now 
sent by email to a readership that extends beyond the current membership.   
 

It extended its original remit to include articles about refereeing , offering advice and information intended to develop skills 
and performance to higher levels. CONTACT was chosen as a new title in a revised format that has items of news and views 
covering general rugby matters.   
 

Sadly, the opportunity the newsletter provides for an exchange of views, opinions and experiences between members has 
not been exploited as much as hoped. 
 

Because I will be much less available this coming season, I have informed the President that I will not be continuing as editor. 
  

With the development of our Pitchero website, Twitter and Facebook channels of communication, CONTACT is not such a 
vital organ through which to keep members in touch with one another as it once was. 
 

Having introduced the concept of a monthly magazine/newsletter and compiled and edited it for almost 25 years, I think it's 
time younger minds were applied to give a fresh approach to its production and content. 
 

And this is where members have a part to play in assisting the new management team to decide what happens to CONTACT 
in the future.  There are a few options. 
1. Find a new editor and keep the same format. 
2. Review whether there is a need for a newsletter in addition to the other forms of communication  we have. 
3. If a newsletter is to continue decide what its purpose, content and frequency of production will be. 
4.         Members should then decide which of the following they want it to do 
             a)  Keep them up to date about what's going on within the Society, e.g. monthly meetings 
             b)  Make them aware of issues and ideas that concern the Society 
             c)  Build cohesion and a sense of pride among the membership  
             d) Maintain interest in and increase recognition of CUDRRS in the wider rugby world 
             e) Provide a channel for information exchange in the local rugby community 
             f)  Reduce the amount of time spent on information sharing at meetings 
             g) Give notice of dates of meeting and events 
             h) Something else? 
 

Over the years, there have been many kind compliments from readers who have enjoyed receiving CONTACT. It has con-
tained articles from people around the world, from China and Japan, from France, Spain and Switzerland, from South Africa, 
the USA and New Zealand.  There has also been a lot from Wisbech.  
  

Several members have frequently contributed text and photos and I thank them for that. 
 

If CONTACT is to live on, even under a new title, I wish the editor good luck.  He or she will require time, patience and a sense 
of humour.     

                  
 
 
 
 
So its Goodbye from me and Goodbye from him. 
 
   
  


